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Disclaimer / Information Regarding Webtel.mobi Market and Financial Assessment  

Frost & Sullivan was assigned by Webtel.mobi (hereafter “Webtel”, or WM or the Company) to provide an 
independent investment opportunity assessment. 

This report was prepared by Frost & Sullivan with a purpose of presenting characteristics of WM’s market and 
business to investors and financiers, such as banks, financial institutions, and strategic partners. 

The standard of value presented for WM’s business is Fair Market Value, which is the price, in cash or equivalent, 

that a buyer could reasonably be expected to pay, and a seller could reasonably be expected to accept, if the 

business was exposed for sale on the open market for a reasonable period of time, with both buyer and seller 

being in possession of the pertinent facts and neither being under any compulsion to act. 

Our opinion of Fair Market Value relies on a going concern premise, which assumes that the company will be 

successful, under the detailed assumptions given to us by the management, in executing its plans and can be 

viewed as an ongoing business enterprise with management operating in a rational way with a goal of maximizing 

shareholder value.  

Our analysis is based on WM’s internally prepared information, as well as information from public and private 
sources, including sources commonly used in the industry, present at the valuation date. Our opinion might have 

been different if another valuation date was used. 

Frost & Sullivan makes no warranty or representation, express or implied, as to the accuracy or completeness of 

either the material contained herein or any other written or oral information provided by WM to the recipient, and 

no liability shall attach thereto. 

Nothing contained in this business valuation is, or should be relied on as, a promise or representation as to the 

future. The projected financial information contained herein was prepared expressly for use herein and is based 

upon the stated assumptions and Frost & Sullivan’s analysis of information available at the time that this business 
valuation was prepared. There is no representation, warranty, or other assurance that any of the projections set 

forth herein will be realized. This report does not purport to contain all of the information that may be required to 

evaluate WM and any recipient hereof should conduct its own independent investigation and analysis of the 

business described herein. 

This document contains forecasts and other "forward-looking statements" relating to future events, identified by 

words such as "may,” “expects,” "intends,” “anticipates,” “plans,” “assumes,” “predicts,” “believes,” “scheduled,” 
“estimates,” or words of similar meaning. Such statements are based on our current expectations, estimates, 
projections and assumptions, describe opinions about future events and involve certain risks and uncertainties 

that are difficult to predict and are not guarantees of future performance. WM’s actual results, performance or 
achievements could differ materially from those anticipated in these forecasts or expressed or implied by such 

forward-looking statements due to a variety of factors, many of which are beyond our control, including as a result 

of certain risk factors. Frost & Sullivan disclaims any obligation or commitment to update these forecasts and other 

forward-looking statements to reflect future events or developments or changes in expectations, estimates, 

projections and assumptions. 
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1. General Overview 
Webtel.mobi (Holdings) Limited (“Webtel.mobi” / “WM”) is a company that has developed a suite 

of products within the telecommunication world. WM has invested nearly two decades of research, 

development and refinement. Unusually, WM’s research and refinement process also included 
running their Company as a fully-operational Global Telephony Service for several years, but doing 

this only as part of their own due diligence for refinement purposes, in order to test and refine their 

final Product Suite. 

Their stated motivation for this strategy – as well as the strategy to limit the number of clients that 

WM allowed to use their first Platform (“Platform 1”) – was that firstly they were aware that after 

the period of initial Global Operations, they will have identified areas of the Platform to improve, 

and secondly they were waiting for international clarifying legislation relating to Mobile Payments 

to be issued. Knowing that these two factors would necessitate a rebuild of the platform (to 

“Platform 2”) in order to incorporate these refinements to cater for these changes, WM did not 
want to have too large a number of clients when they took Platform 1 down.  

It was their view that taking down the Platform when it has a large number of clients on would 

result in a potentially negative reaction and negative publicity from a large number of clients 

suddenly deprived of services that they had become used to, and it was therefore better to limit 

the number of clients to take adequate preventive reputation management action. WM services 

are, generally-speaking, standard services within any large full-service Telecoms Company 

internationally, albeit that WM’s method of structuring the company has effectively stripped out 

Operational and marketing costs, and enables it to provide its services at very low cost compared to 

its competitors. 

What differentiates WM is that due to the manner in which it has constructed its system – which it 

refers to as a Complex System Array that produces Emergent Properties – is that this construction 

enables pure Telephony Services and Telephony Support to, when working in conjunction with one 

another, be utilised for Telephony-Derivative services.  

These Telephony-Derivative services – although still falling squarely within the telephony sector – 

transcend traditional confines of these services when functioning together or used together. This, 

in turn, provides WM with potentially market-influencing services across a number of sectors, while 

still functioning within the Telephony sector. Moreover, these Telephony-Derivative services are 

not an inspirational feature of WM’s product offering. They are rather developed, tested, proven, 
due diligenced and fully-operational products, currently available worldwide. 

That total market accessibility, combined with the provision of Telephony-Derivative products that 

function in every one of the highest revenue / highest value market sectors in the world, at costs 

and at speeds that has a significant market advantage over competing products or services, render 

WM a potentially highly valuable company, with significant potential. 
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The valuation provided here reflects data provided by WM management to Frost & Sullivan, as 

derived from WM’s fully operational Product Suite and its historical performances. In the interests 

of prudence and conservative projections, the data provided has been heavily discounted.1 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                           
1
 For further information see:  

Webtel.mobi Tablet / Laptop / Desktop Platform: https://webtel.mobi/pc/  

Webtel.mobi Smart Phone Platform:  https://webtel.mobi/;  

Webtel.mobi pre-Smart Phone (WAP) Platform: https://webtel.mobi/wap/  

Web Applications: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Web_application  

 

https://webtel.mobi/pc/
https://webtel.mobi/
https://webtel.mobi/wap/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Web_application
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2. Meeting the Unmet Need: 

The Race between Telephony and eCommerce for Convergence 
Since the earliest days of the internet age, when the possibility of “borderless” Global business 
operations became a possibility, Telephony and eCommerce companies have been in a race to try 

to attain full convergence of their services. Full Convergence in this sense refers to the situation 

where a company in one of these sectors reaches a point where their services are able to cross over 

into the other sector – in a wide-ranging manner – to produce a company with services that cover 

the full spectrum of Global Communications and Global eCommerce on one platform. 

While there have been advances towards this aim in both the Telephony and eCommerce sectors, 

these have to date primarily succeeded in service-expansion within their respective sectors, but 

without achieving crossover. 

It is with this aim in mind that WM has been focussing its activities since its inception, and, its 

Platform 2 product has now achieved the crossover between Telephony and eCommerce on a 

Global basis. 

Consequently, it can be said that it was the Telephony sector that won this race, with WM being the 

first Telephony company to full cross over into a fully integrated Global Telephony and eCommerce 

Platform; which is also convergence of The Internet of Things and Artificial Intelligence.2 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                           
2
 For further information see:  

Convergence – Internet of Things & Artificial Intelligence: 

https://www.clustre.net/convergence-artificial-intelligence-and-the-internet-of-things/  
Convergence – Technological Convergence:  

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Technological_convergence    

 

 

https://www.clustre.net/convergence-artificial-intelligence-and-the-internet-of-things/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Technological_convergence
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3. WM Solution and Technology 
The Webtel.mobi platform has multiple facilities: from basic telephone service to currency swap. 

These business services are provided globally, 24/7/365. They are custom-built and modified 

services integrated with AI. The services provided are end-to-end, from inception to conclusion - and 

include all aspects of a transaction's / action's cycle.  

Through Webtel.mobi’s Virtual Specialized Mobile Provider (VSMP) program, member-based 

organizations and companies have an opportunity to apply for their own branded Mobile and 

Landline Telephony Service (VSMP) free of charge, which their members or staff can then use in 

order to cut their calling and texting costs by an average of up to 80% on standard mobile calling and 

texting costs. Furthermore, the member-based organization or company will earn a percentage of 

the revenues from all calls made and texts sent through their VSMP. Thus, the business model is 

B2B2C instead of B2C as with most telecom service companies. 

To achieve its aim, WM planned the end-result before starting its product creation, and worked 

backwards in planning from the end result to what should be done to achieve it. 

This required planning to take into account legal, regulatory, technical, IT and other considerations 

on a worldwide basis, then building of multiple prototypes to establish the optimum configuration. 

From that, WM’s Platform 1 was built and run worldwide operationally to test its facilities, products, 
systems and processes. Finally, at the end of that period, Platform 1 was taken down and the final 

Platform 2 was rebuilt, incorporating all refinements and upgrades where required, using market 

intelligence and feedback from the operational experiences worldwide. 

A significant component of WM’s system is its narrow Artificial Intelligent Agent – which is called 

“HAL”. HAL manages the entire WM platform and system, and removes entirely the requirement for 

what would otherwise be hundreds or thousands of administrative personnel. 

The WM System – in both Platform 1 and Platform 2 – is what is known as a “Complex System”1, and 

the products and facilities are built and structured in a “Complex System Array”. The structure and 

inter-functionality of its facilities in this Complex System led to them being able to carry out actions 

that are greater / more varied than they would have if functioning singly. This phenomenon – where 

the capacities of the inter-functioning whole are greater that the sum of its parts if they were 

functioning alone is known as “Emergence”2. 

It is these Emergent properties of the WM facilities inter-operating that enable pure Telephony 

facilities to crossover, and carry out other actions – even though they remain pure Telephony 

Facilities.  

This – combined with the implementation of practical builds to make its service available by Web 

Applications to all makes and models of Smart Phones and pre-Smart Phones – and all internet-

enabled PEDs in all countries worldwide, on a 24/7/365 basis, with compressed and reduced 

bandwidth requirements so as to enable easy access in even bandwidth expensive markets / 

predominantly prepaid markets – is what enabled WM to with the Full Convergence race. 
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4. Business Plan and Valuation 
 

A. Background: 

We constructed a business plan and carried out valuation based on management assessments for 

the future of Webtel.mobi.3 

WM has, over a twenty-year period, undergone over thirty detailed due diligence reviews 

worldwide – including by the Frost & Sullivan Global ICT Practice, multiple firms of attorneys, 

regulatory bodies, merchant banks, banks and multiple other formal entities.4 Frost & Sullivan did 

not conduct an additional due diligence on this occasion, and rather focused solely on the valuation 

of WM. 

WM’s first Platform (“Platform 1”) was run as a fully operational Global business for several years. In 

2016, Global ICT Practice of Frost & Sullivan conducted a Global Due Diligence over five Continents 

on WM and its Global Operations. Already, at that stage, the Global ICT Practice of Frost & Sullivan 

confirmed that WM’s Platform 1 rendered WM as a First Mover Product and Company in the 

Telecommunications Industry, with the Largest Geographic Footprint of any Telecommunications 

Provider Worldwide, and had Global Dominance in terms of coverage; with it significantly 

undercutting the standard costs of most providers worldwide for standard mobile calls & texts and 

landline calls. It also reached the view that WM is a Potential Sector Influencer in the worldwide 

telecommunications market 2. 

During that period. WM appointed multiple VSMPs internationally, but the management has 

informed us that they restricted the number of Eligible Entities that it allowed to establish VSMPs in 

order to keep its member number low. They additionally informed Frost & Sullivan that they had 

received requests for VSMPs from Eligible Entities that had, cumulatively, 1.5 Billion members. 

Other than the VSMPs that WM allowed to be established 3.  

We view WM’s Business Proposition and its VSMP program as a highly competitive and significant 

Global Company. Nevertheless, as WM took down Platform 1 to rebuild its Platform and service 

completely to incorporate all of the refinements that it had assessed were required as a result of its 

global operations, and has been self-funding itself through this period, Frost & Sullivan and WM 

agreed that this valuation should disregard parameters from previous operations, and carry out this 

valuation solely on the merits of the new Platform 2. This is what was done. 

                                                           
1. We did not review any financial reports or conduct any kind of due-diligence.  

2. Summary of previous Frost & Sullivan Global ICT Practice Global Due Diligence on WM: 

https://webtel.mobi/media/info/frost-sullivan-due-diligence-confirmation-on-webtelmobi.pdf   

3. A selection of operational VSMPs on Platform 1:  

https://webtel.mobi/pc/info/tel.mobi-group/#Some-of-the-TEL.mobi-Groups-Historical-VSMPs   

4. WM received application for 300 VSMPs in one day in Asia: https://webtel.mobi/media/info/malaysian-reserve_article.png   

5. See Frost & Sullivan interview here: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PO3BjgBKR3E 

https://webtel.mobi/media/info/frost-sullivan-due-diligence-confirmation-on-webtelmobi.pdf
https://webtel.mobi/pc/info/tel.mobi-group/#Some-of-the-TEL.mobi-Groups-Historical-VSMPs
https://webtel.mobi/media/info/malaysian-reserve_article.png
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PO3BjgBKR3E
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B. Revenues: 

WM’s method of proliferation is via Affiliates, which it refers to as “Virtual Specialized Mobile 
Providers” or “VSMPs” (WM is a “Specialized Mobile Provider” or “SMP””). A VSMP is similar to an 

MVNO, although VSMPs’ Product Suites are wider than those of standard MVNOs and, crucially, WM 

provides all Eligible Organisations (known as “Eligible Entities”) with their VSMPs free of any charge 
or cost, and without the requirement for personnel, premises or equipment.  

The trade-off is that WM provides the Eligible Organisations with a revenue-share of 10% of net 

revenues from their VSMP, in return for the Entity sending WM’s retail marketing on to its existing 
clients. This thereby provides WM with comprehensive retail marketing directly to entities’ 
established client bases at no cost. 

Since the completion of Platform 2 in early 2020, WM has – despite not carrying out any marketing 

for its recommencement of Global Retail Operations – already attracted requests from Eligible 

Entities for VSMPs to the extent that it has 48 VSMPs already established, with cumulatively 400 

million clients between them. 

From a user-perspective, the services undercut the cost and/or improve the service speeds – or both 

– of many similar or competing products internationally. Often very substantially. Moreover, these 

services are available in every country worldwide, with total accessibility. With global products, the 

potential market is so enormous, that even a marginal inroad into a market on a global basis can 

have remarkable results from a revenue perspective. This is especially as WM’s business structure 
has effectively stripped out almost all costs, with its highest cost centre being the payment of 

commissions in arrears to VSMPs and Independent Agents.  

The combination of low costs to clients, low running and operational costs, and having services 

available in every country in the world with total accessibility, makes the WM propositions 

compelling. 

Nevertheless, as models that function on a global basis in very high value sectors tend to product 

unusually high values, despite the previous track record in terms of numbers of VSMPs and the 

potential for significant market penetration, the metrics and baseline calculations in this valuation 

model have been heavily discounted for the purposes of prudence. Below are the operational 

services on WM’s global platform. 
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C. Operational Services on WM’s Global Platform: 

To summarize, below are the services and end products WM already provides on its Platform 2: 
 

1. Global Mobile Telephony - Primary Telephony Service 
 

2. Global Mobile Texting - Primary Telephony Service 
 

3. Specialized Telephony Services 
 

4. Universal Number Telephony Services 
 

5. Switchboard Telephony Services 

 

6. Conference Call Services 
 

7. Global A2P Texting  - Primary Telephony Service 
 

8. Global Landline Telephony - Primary Telephony Service 
 

9. Global  ICLM Payments – Telephony Support Service (Debit card / Credit Card Alternative) 
 

10. Global ICLM Mobile Payments – Telephony Support Service (Current Mobile Payments Alternative) 
 

11. Global ICLM eCommerce – Telephony Support Service (Current eCommerce Alternative) 
 

12. Global ICLM Payment Gateway – Telephony Support Service (Payment Gateway Alternative) 
 

13. Global Currency Conversions – Telephony Support Service 
 

14. Global Currency Swaps – Telephony Support Service (FX Conversions Alternative) 
 

15. Global Transfer via ICLM and ITAN – Telephony Support Service (SWIFT Alternative) 
 

16. Global Digital Top-Up Voucher – Telephony Support Service (Bitcoin & Digital Currency Alternative) 
 

17. Global VSMPs – Telephony Support Service (Global MVNO Alternative) 
 

18. Global Retail and Brand Marketing at zero cost – Telephony Support Service 
 

Additional Facilities scheduled to commence operation on Q3 2021: 

 

19. Global Marketplace – Telephony Support Service (Amazon Alternative) 
 

20. Global Stored Credit Refund Machine (SCRM) – Telephony Support Service (Refunds for Unbanked) 

 

WM’s Administrative Support Facilities have not been listed.  
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D. Operational Services Reviewed in the Valuation: 

 

WM will recommence Global Retail Operations in Q2 of 2021. To add further conservatism to the 

valuation, we have calculated revenues focusing on only nine of WM’s 20 service lines. The Facilities 
that have been included for this model are the ones in bold below: 

 

1. Global Mobile Telephony - Primary Telephony Service 

 

2. Global Mobile Texting - Primary Telephony Service 

 

3. Specialized Telephony Services 

 

4. Universal Number telephony Services 

 

5. Switchboard Telephony Services 

 

6. Conference Call Services 

 

7. Global A2P Texting  - Primary Telephony Service 

 

8. Global Landline Telephony - Primary Telephony Service 

 

9. Global  ICLM Payments – Telephony Support Service (Debit card / Credit Card Alternative) 

 

10. Global ICLM Mobile Payments – Telephony Support Service (Current Mobile Payments Alternative) 

 

11. Global ICLM eCommerce – Telephony Support Service (Current eCommerce Alternative) 

 

12. Global ICLM Payment Gateway – Telephony Support Service (Payment Gateway Alternative) 

 

13. Global Currency Conversions – Telephony Support Service 

 

14. Global Currency Swaps – Telephony Support Service (FX Conversions Alternative) 

 

15. Global Transfer via ICLM and ITAN – Telephony Support Service (SWIFT Alternative) 

 

16. Global Digital Top-Up Voucher – Telephony Support Service (Bitcoin and Digital Currency Alternative) 

 

17. Global VSMPs – Telephony Support Service (Global MVNO Alternative) 

 

18. Global Retail and Brand Marketing at zero cost – Telephony Support Service 

 

19. Global Marketplace – Telephony Support Service (Amazon Alternative) 

 

20. Global Stored Credit Refund Machine (SCRM) – Telephony Support Service (Refunds for Unbanked) 
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E. VSMP Proliferation: 

Given that WM already has 48 VSMPs in-waiting prior to even recommencing Global Retail 

Operations, we have assumed that WM will establish 200 VSMPs in 2021, and increase per annum 

up to a total of 3 000 VSMPs in 2025, with the average revenues per VSMP based on management 

projections. 

 

F. Market Penetration and Gross Revenue: 

WM has 100% accessibility from all countries worldwide via all Smart Phones and Pre-Smart Phones 

– as well as all internet-connected PDA’s.  

Its Web Applications through which its services are accessed have been built to function on all 

browsers and operating systems, and to render using very little bandwidth. Its value propositions in 

terms of cost, speed and security are high.  

Moreover, the markets in which its services function are the highest revenue sectors internationally.  

Therefore, to add a further level of conservatism to the valuation, we have assumed a market 

penetration of only 1% to maximum 2% per facility-type / market for the Facilities included in the 

valuation. We have furthermore assumed that WM’s Gross Revenue from this 1% or 2% penetration 
will be 1%. That is, 1% of 1% (0.01%), or 1% of 2%, (0.02%).  

 

G. Gross profit and Opex: 

Although WM’s Operational infrastructure spans 15 countries, it has – through tested outsourcing – 

stripped out virtually all of its Global Operational Costs, and has also – through its VSMP program – 

stripped out all of its Global Marketing Costs. Moreover, its VSMPs’ personnel become WM’s de-

facto personnel, and their premises also become WM’s de-facto premises (as they provide the 

marketing material to their clients, issue top-up vouchers, install SCRM machines, act as delivery / 

drop-off points for the Global Marketplace, etc. The same applies to WM Agents). The WM VSMPs 

and Agents are Commission-remunerated in arrears, with commissions based on a percentage of 

actual revenue (i.e. revenue sharing). Consequently, although WM has, from a cost and 

maintenance perspective, freed itself from personnel and premises requirements - it nevertheless 

has a wide infrastructure in terms of de-facto premises and personnel. For this reason, GP is a high 

and constant of 98% according to WM management.  
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H. General and Administrative Costs:  

WM has a lean Management Team with significant seniority and experience in Global Operations. 

The Management members are all shareholders, and do not draw salaries. They receive dividends as 

shareholders.  

Due to WM's structuring and preparation for making the company resilient, the management team 

is decentralized and works from remote locations (which is also why the COVID-19 event, which is, 

in fact, a global financial crisis, had zero effect on WM). There is therefore zero cost attached to this 

phenomenon in respect of WM. 

Cumulatively, WM management assumes WM's Running Costs / Operational Costs total 20% (cost as 

a percentage of revenue), tied directly to - and in direct proportion to revenue. Specifically, 10% are 

commission for VSMPs and 5% for Marketing Agents. We have assumed additional 5% for unknown 

future costs. 

The company will not have R&D costs according to WM management as investments made in the 

platform and future CapEx will be low and equal, in our view, to depreciation expenses. 

 

I. Other Parameters: 

 Valuation period – conducted for 5 year period. 

 Tax – we assume effective tax will be zero as to local tax rates. 

 Working capital –WM has limited WC needs. We assume 1% out of revenues change. 

 Capex – WM has already invested in its platform; we assume capex will be equal to depreciation 

in the forecasting years.  

 The company has no loans and no cash. 

 Discount rate - we assume, based on our CAPM model (see appendix A), 12.0% discount rate. 

 Growth rate – we assume a conservative 1.5% terminal growth rate. 
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J. Market Benchmarks: 

As the company has only recently completed its self-financed rebuild of Platform 2, and is about to 

recommence its Global Retail Operations, it has not yet recommenced its positive cash flow. We 

have therefore evaluated WM based also on the multiples method using the relevant benchmarks. 

The benchmark valuation for WM is based on all telecom services firms that are publically traded 

around the globe. These 317 firms (as of 2020) represent the domain WM is operating in with its 

basic service.  The average EV/EBITDA multiple, a well-known and standard benchmark for service 

firms is 7.93 for mature US firms.5  

If we take our forecast EV/EBITDA (2025), we reach 7.5 EV/EBITDA multiple for WM which is similar 

to the industry benchmark.  

 

K. CAPM Discount of the Model: 

Cost of equity capital (ke) represents the return required by investors. The capitalization rate is 

calculated using the CAPM (Capital Asset Pricing Model). It is based on a long-term 10-year T-bond 

with a market risk premium, and based on Professor Aswath Damodaran’s (NY University) 

commonly used sample (www.damodaran.com). As of July 1, 2020, the Guernsey market risk is 

estimated at 6.12%. The three-year market regression Beta is 0.66, according to a sample of 67 

companies representing global telecom service companies. We used the unleveraged beta of this 

sample, which is higher than a leveraged beta, due to the high rate of cash versus debt. The implied 

CAPM is 4.0%. 

The CAPM model (ke) is estimated as follows:             ke = rf + β(rm-rf) + P 

WM is a privately held firm, in which marketability and size premiums need to be considered. Duff 

and Phelps’ data research in the years 1963-2020 indicates that a 10.24% premium needs to be 

added to the CAPM for privately held companies. We assume additional risk to be lower at 8.0%.  

CAPM Model  Value Source 

Long-term (30 years) T-bond R(f) 0.0% US Department of the Treasury (10Y) 

Market risk premium R(m)- R(f) 6.12% 
based on Professor Damodaran’s sample, Guernsey 
(States of) as of July 1, 2020 

Beta unleveraged Β 0.66 Beta sample of 67 telecom service firms (1/20) 

Cost of Capital Ke 4.0% 
 

Liquidity Premium  
 

8% Based on F&S estimation 

CAPM CAPM 12.0% 
 

                                                           
5
 https://www.stern.nyu.edu/  

http://www.damodaran.com/
https://www.stern.nyu.edu/
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VALUATION 
 

Based on the aforementioned data and analysis, Frost & Sullivan’s valuation of WM at this 
time has calculated a value of: 

 

 

USD 35.3 Billion 
 

 

 

With a Low-end Conservative variance being 

 

USD 31.8 Billion 

 

 

And a High-end Optimistic variance being 

 

USD 39.6 Billion 

 

 

With the following sensitivity analysis for the CAPM 

 

 CAPM Equity Value (000) 

9.8% $44,812,703,753 

10.8% $39,560,051,427 

11.8% $35,324,230,744 

12.8% $31,839,321,453 

13.8% $28,924,530,404 

 

The Model used in this valuation is a confidential document. It will be made available for review to 

interested parties if consent for this is provided by Webtel.mobi (Holdings) Limited in writing. 
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Appendix - WM Complex System 
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Key to the Image: 

 The image on the preceding page illustrates one Back-End System of WM Platform 2’s “Complex 
System”.   

 

 This – and all of the other VSMPs’ Back-End Systems, combined – is what the simplified Front-End 

Web Applications that deliver the WM service give access to.  

 

 This same Back-End System is automatically and instantly created by HAL for each VSMP as soon as 

the VSMP is created; Currently there are 48 VSMPs, each with the same System. WM’s Complex 
System is designed to cater for an infinite number of Systems 

 

 The objects represented in the diagram are Platforms. There are 1 122 Platforms per System. 

 

 Within each of the 1 122 Platforms per System are either dozens, hundreds or thousands of Facilities 

and Sub-facilities.  

 

 All Platforms, Facilities and Sub-Facilities within each System are inter-connected by sequence in, 

sequence out, directly one-to-one to one another and to the 25 External Components – as well as 

having multiple specific inter-Platform and Inter-Facility in, out and directly one-to-one connections 

–  to enhance System Capacity.  

 

 All Systems of all VSMPs and WM, and their Platforms, Facilities and Sub-Facilities, are also inter-

connected by sequence in, sequence our and directly one-to-one directly to one another between 

all of them – and between the 25 External Components - as well as having multiple specific inter-

System and Inter-System-Platform connections to create a Unified Complex System.  

 

 Further Bespoke Connections between Specific Platforms, Facilities and Sub-Facilities within and 

between all of the Systems within the Complex System then bring about Expanded System 

Capacities – which is otherwise known as “Emergence”.  

 

 The entire Complex System – including all Systems, Platforms, Facilities and Sub-Facilities are 

automatically and instantly created by HAL, and are permanently controlled 24/7/365 by HAL. 

 

 WM Super-Administrators have oversight over HAL to ensure maintenance of the “Human 
Supremacy” requirement over AI. 
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Frost & Sullivan Valuation Team 
 

The Valuation of Webtel.mobi (Holdings) Limited was carried out by the Independent Equity Research Division of Frost & 

Sullivan, and led by the Head of the Equity Research Program, Dr Tiran Rothman. An international team conducted the 

Valuation Research on the Company over a seven-week period. 
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